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Abstract

High-throughput genomic sequencing is rapidly changing the field of phylogenetics by decreasing the cost and increasing the quantity and rate of data collection by several orders of magnitude. This deluge of data is exerting tremendous pressure on downstream data-analysis methods providing new opportunities for method development. In this review, we present (a) recent advances in laboratory methods for collection of high-throughput phylogenetic data and (b) challenges and constraints for phylogenetic analysis of these data. We compare the merits of multiple laboratory approaches, compare methods of data analysis, and offer recommendations for the most promising protocols and data-analysis workflows currently available for phylogenetics. We also discuss several strategies for increasing accuracy, with an emphasis on locus selection and proper model choice.
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INTRODUCTION

Within the past decade there has been a dramatic increase in the range of methods available for genome-scale data collection. Beginning with the development of pyrosequencing (Ronaghi et al. 1998) and the release of the first commercial next-generation sequencing machine in 2005 (from 454 Life Sciences), researchers have seen the per-nucleotide cost of DNA sequence data drop precipitously by several orders of magnitude, without a clear lower limit yet in sight. These technological advances have generated great excitement in the systematics community as biologists have realized the tremendous potential for applying high-throughput sequencing to phylogenetic questions. Advances in DNA sequencing technologies have been accompanied by a proliferation of methods for genomic partitioning, which are techniques for enriching sequence libraries for specific regions of a genome (also termed target enrichment; Turner et al. 2009, Mamanova et al. 2010). Using these methods, researchers can focus sequencing effort on loci useful for their particular taxonomic scope, thereby reducing the burden of genome-scale data analysis, increasing the number of taxa that can be processed, increasing cost-effectiveness of projects, and improving the potential for phylogenetic resolution.

Genomic partitioning strategies vary widely in several properties relevant to phylogenetics, including the taxonomic scope, the proportion of the genome targeted, and the ease of development and application. A subset of these strategies, such as those using hybrid enrichment (e.g., Albert et al. 2007, Gnirke et al. 2009), are rapidly emerging as the most useful for phylogenetics because they can be applied across broad taxonomic scales, thereby simultaneously reducing the burden of marker development and increasing the opportunity for coordination across diverse clades (Faircloth et al. 2012, Lemmon et al. 2012). These methods also provide an unprecedented opportunity for improving phylogenetic accuracy because they permit researchers to choose not only a sufficient number of genomic regions but also the specific genomic regions that are likely to be most useful for phylogenetic questions. One danger with these strategies, however, is the potential to bias the choice of markers in some manner, such as toward those under strong selection (e.g., Katzman et al. 2007). Future development of these methods, which are currently in their infancy, is expected to increase the quality of phylogenetic research across the Tree of Life.

As a result of these advances in genomic data collection, the systematics community has finally reached the frontier of locus selection, where more data can be obtained than are required to resolve the majority of phylogenetic questions. Researchers accustomed to utilizing every possible nucleotide obtained through painstaking and expensive efforts during the Sanger sequencing period bring to the high-throughput sequencing era the desire to include all available data in the hope that a large amount of phylogenetic information will overcome any phylogenetic error that may result from the increased data complexity. Recent phylogenomic studies, however, have dismissed the optimistic notion that large quantities of data will remove the need to ensure high data quality and adequate modeling (Rodriguez-Ezpeleta et al. 2007, Rannala & Yang 2008, Philippe et al. 2011). Researchers recognizing the potential dangers of analyzing large, complex data sets are beginning to wrestle with questions such as, Which genomic regions should be targeted? How many genomic regions should be targeted? How can phylogenetic accuracy be ensured given the high degree of complexity inherent in large-scale data sets? These questions become increasingly important as whole-genome sequencing (WGS) becomes tractable for large numbers of taxa and locus selection shifts to a postsequencing exercise. As the amount of available data begins to surpass the quantity needed to ensure phylogenetic accuracy, it becomes increasingly difficult to justify the inclusion of data that either is of low quality or cannot be modeled correctly. Although phylogenetic accuracy can be difficult to assess in empirical data sets, new methods for assessing
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model adequacy (and thus for identifying potentially problematic taxa/loci) promise to ease this difficulty.

Here, we review recent advances in methods for targeted, large-scale data collection and the current workflows available for estimating phylogenies from these data; particular attention is given to ensuring phylogenetic accuracy through data subsampling to improve model fit and reduce systematic error. Given the size and scope of the field of phylogenetics, we restrict the focus of our discussion in several aspects. First, we focus on the generation and analysis of sequence data [as opposed to single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or large-scale genomic information such as gene order], because the majority of recent method developments have been directed toward sequence analysis (but see Bryant et al. 2012). Second, we present the phylogenetic data analysis workflow, with particular focus on the post-assembly steps, because recent reviews of primary sequence analysis, such as read assembly, already exist (e.g., Godden et al. 2012, McCormack et al. 2013). Third, although we recognize the importance of taxon selection, we concentrate our survey on locus selection, because recent advances in data collection have had a greater impact on the number of loci that can be obtained as opposed to the number of taxa. After recommending methods for efficient data collection across broad taxonomic scales and proposing a phylogenetic workflow that avoids many of the dangers inherent in large-scale data analysis, we suggest fruitful areas for future research.

COLLECTION OF HIGH-THROUGHPUT PHYLOGENOMIC DATA

This section focuses on various genomic partitioning strategies that are necessary for phylogenetic studies when sequencing whole genomes is impractical. Here, we review laboratory approaches for targeting loci that are of interest to a particular research question. Some of the available genomic partitioning approaches, such as Cot-based cloning and sequencing (Peterson et al. 2002) and molecular inversion probes (Hardenbol et al. 2003), have not yet been applied to phylogenetics and thus are not included here.

Targeted Amplicon Sequencing or Parallel Tagged Sequencing

Targeted amplicon sequencing (TAS; Bybee et al. 2011), or parallel tagged sequencing (O’Neill et al. 2013), consists of uniplex PCR amplification of target genomic regions followed by multiplexed library preparation and sequencing of amplicon pools via a high-throughput sequencing platform. This approach was initially used for human biomedical applications (Craig et al. 2008; see Turner et al. 2009); its development was enabled by advances in library indexing protocols, which allow pooling of large numbers of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplicons and samples in a single sequencing lane. Bybee et al. (2011) first applied this approach to deep-level phylogenetics, developing both a wet-laboratory protocol and bioinformatics pipeline to analyze the data. Bybee et al. (2011) generated a phylogenetic hypothesis of Pancrustacea (crustaceans and hexapods) based on 6 loci and 44 individuals, obtaining many well-supported nodes and moderate to low levels of missing sequence data. O’Neill et al. (2013) developed a comparable approach, which they applied to the opposite end of the phylogenetic spectrum to address questions about species delimitation. A novel component of their bioinformatics pipeline included an allele-phasing step, which may be unnecessary at deep phylogenetic levels but essential for shallow-level studies. O’Neill et al. (2013) analyzed their data set in two ways: by converting sequence data to allelic data for population genetics analysis and by using the sequence data directly for species tree analysis. Using 95 loci and 93 individuals with minimal missing data, O’Neill et al. (2013) estimated the relationships among tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum) lineages and also
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#### Figure 1
Genomic partitioning workflows for high-throughput phylogenetic data collection. Each oval represents a single sample or pool. Genomic DNA (or RNA, for transcriptome sequencing) is the starting material (top row), which undergoes polymerase chain reaction (PCR), enzymatic digestion and size selection, conversion from RNA to cDNA (transcriptome), or shearing (upper middle rows), followed by indexed library preparation (lower middle rows), pooling across samples (and enrichment in the rightmost column), and high-throughput sequencing (bottom row). Color intensity (shades of blue) indicates relative degree of enrichment of genomic regions during the different stages of each approach. Abbreviations: cDNA, complementary DNA; RAD-seq, restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing.

**Multiplex PCR:** When primer pairs are combined to amplify multiple loci simultaneously in a single reaction.

Gained insight into their population structure. The primary disadvantages of these approaches are (a) the great amount of time required for marker development and (b) the labor-intensive nature of data collection (Figure 2).

#### Multiplex Polymerase Chain Reaction
 Multiplex PCR entails combining primers for different loci in the same reaction in order to amplify multiple target loci simultaneously (Figures 1 and 2; Chamberlain et al. 1988). This method...
Figure 2
Comparison of attributes of genomic partitioning approaches for phylogenetic data collection.

Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) is also included in order to illustrate the upper end of the data spectrum. Filled circles indicate the method performs well for a given criterion, whereas half-filled or hollow circles indicate moderate or poor performance, respectively. Note that assessments assume primers or probes are not currently available and must be developed. Broad taxonomic application indicates whether a single initial development effort (i.e., one round of marker design (PCR-based approaches), restriction digest design (RRL/RAD-seq), sequencing (transcriptome and WGS), or probe design (hybrid enrichment)) is sufficient for application of the method to a deep phylogenetic scale. Efficient with nonmodel species indicates whether, after initial development, the method can immediately be applied to nonmodel species without further optimization. Usable across Tree of Life indicates whether the method is applicable across all portions of the phylogeny of all life. Long loci indicates whether the method can produce complete data matrices with few missing nucleotide sites or loci. Broad phylogenetic informativeness indicates whether, after initial development, the method can produce data that are informative across the spectrum of phylogenetic scales (i.e., from deep-level to intraspecific). Utilizes DNA indicates whether DNA (filled circles) or RNA (hollow circle) is used as starting material. Accomodates degraded samples indicates whether the method requires high quality DNA or RNA as starting material. Efficient with large genome indicates that the method works well in taxa with large genomes (i.e., up to 10 Gb). Short development time indicates the relative amount of time required for initial development of the method for a particular project. Short data collection time indicates the relative amount of time required to produce phylogenetic data for a given method. Short data assembly time indicates the relative amount of time required for bioinformatic analysis of raw sequence reads to produce alignments for phylogenetic analysis. Robust to substitutions indicates whether the method is sensitive to a small or to a moderate number of nucleotide substitutions in the target genomic regions (including primer/probe regions). Cost effective indicates whether the per individual cost for large-scale phylogenetic studies on the order of 96 loci × 96 individuals falls into one of three categories: <$200 = filled circle, $200–$500 = half-filled circle, and >$500 = hollow circle. Cost estimates are taken from multiple sources: hybrid enrichment (Lemmon et al. 2012; E. Moriarty Lemmon, unpublished data); whole genome sequencing (N. Chen, Beijing Genomics Institute, personal communication, April 22, 2013); transcriptome sequencing (N. Chen, Beijing Genomics Institute, personal communication, April 22, 2013); reduced-representation library (RRL) sequencing (Lemmon & Lemmon 2012, Lemmon et al. 2012); restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) (D. Bolnick, personal communication); multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (see Turner et al. 2009, Cronn et al. 2012, McCormack et al. 2013); targeted amplicon sequencing (Lemmon et al. 2012); massively uniplex PCR (D. Moon, RainDanceTechnologies, personal communication, February 21, 2013). Additional information on costs and other attributes of these methods are available from Turner et al. (2009), Good et al. (2011), Cronn et al. (2012), and McCormack et al. (2013).
RRL: reduced-representation library
RAD-seq: restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing

Massively Parallel Uniplex Polymerase Chain Reaction
Massive parallelization of uniplex PCR has become possible through microdroplet-based PCR enrichment, which uses microfluidics technology to combine reagents with samples in plate-level PCR reactions (Tewhey et al. 2009). Amplification of target regions occurs in millions of picoliter-sized microdroplets. After primer libraries are added to one set of microdroplets, they are merged with a second set containing fragmented genomic DNA template and PCR reagents in a microfluidics chip, where thermocycling takes place. Following amplification, the emulsion that keeps the microdroplets separate is broken, barcodes are ligated to the PCR products, and samples are pooled for high-throughput sequencing (Figure 1). This technology has been commercialized by RainDance Technologies (http://www.raindancetech.com) and Fluidigm Corporation (http://www.fluidigm.com) and has been widely applied to biomedical questions (Taly et al. 2012). Advantages include uniform numbers of target amplicons, high reproducibility, rapid processing, and low labor effort (Tewhey et al. 2009). One limitation is, however, cost. Amplifying 96 samples for 96 loci on a RainDance ThunderStorm system, for example, is $18,682 or $195 per sample (D. Moon, RainDance Technologies, personal communication, February 21, 2013), not including the cost of sequencing. A second limitation affects all PCR-based enrichment approaches: the substantial labor required to redesign and test primer pairs for application to each new clade (Figure 2). This approach is just beginning to be applied to phylogenetics (H. Mays, D. Weisrock, unpublished data).

Reduced Representation Library Sequencing, Restriction-Site-Associated DNA Sequencing, and Related Methods
A common workflow unites several data collection approaches: reduced-representation library (RRL) sequencing (Altshuler et al. 2000), restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq; Miller et al. 2007, Baird et al. 2008), and related methods (e.g., CRoPs, Van Orsouw et al. 2007). These approaches involve digestion of genomic DNA samples with restriction enzymes, size selection of a subset of the restriction fragments, library preparation, and high-throughput sequencing of the size-selected fragments (Figure 1). The methods have been widely applied for SNP discovery and genotyping for genetic mapping and population genetic studies (Davey et al. 2011, Hohenlohe et al. 2013) and are now being applied to shallow-level phylogenetic and phylogeographic questions (e.g., Emerson et al. 2010, Reitzel et al. 2013).

McCormack et al. (2012) tested the RRL method in 20 individuals from each of four bird groups. Although they recovered 1,000–2,000 loci from each group, a low number of loci were obtained across individuals within each group (50–376 loci found in >7 of 20 individuals and 8–67 loci found in >15 of 20 individuals). Despite this limitation, McCormack et al. (2012) were
able to estimate the phylogenetic relationships among samples of two sister genera based on 30 shared loci and recover a tree that was largely consistent with a mitochondrial phylogeny. Lemmon & Lemmon (2012) utilized RRL sequencing to develop a high-throughput approach to marker development for shallow phylogenetic scales. Approximately 53,000–59,000 loci were recovered from three frog samples (two intraspecific samples and one interspecific sample), with 6,339 loci shared between intraspecific samples and >2,400 loci shared across all three congeneric samples. After Lemmon & Lemmon (2012) screened 187 of these loci, L. Barrow, H. Ralicki, S. Emme, E. Moriarty Lemmon (in review) used TAS to obtain data for 27 highly informative loci (~500–600 bp) and estimated a phylogeny for 44 taxa across the entire genus. Wagner et al. (2013) used RAD-seq to obtain sequence data for a 16-species flock of cichlid fish, including 156 individuals. Approximately ~90,000 loci were obtained, although many loci contained only one or a few individuals. Overall, only 23 loci contained data for all 156 individuals, indicating widespread missing data. Analysis of supermatrices of the short loci (65–84 bp each) with varying degrees of missing data resulted in greater species-level resolution and higher support on branches of the phylogeny than previously recovered.

Across all of these studies, the steep drop in the number of loci shared across progressively deeper phylogenetic scales indicates a fundamental limitation of RRL sequencing/RAD-seq to shallow-phylogenetic and phylogeographic questions. This problem results largely from evolution of restriction sites across taxa, particularly across deeper phylogenetic scales, which leads to inconsistent locus recovery during size selection and, consequently, missing data (Figure 2; Rubin et al. 2012). The issue of missing data may be partially mitigated through techniques such as double-digest RAD-seq (Peterson et al. 2012). Other limitations of RAD-seq are reviewed elsewhere (Davey et al. 2012, Arnold et al. 2013).

Transcriptome Sequencing

Transcriptome sequencing (also termed RNA-seq) consists of extracting whole RNA of an organism from a specific tissue or set of tissues, reverse transcribing complementary DNA (cDNA) from the RNA, and sequencing the cDNA on a high-throughput sequencing platform (Figure 1; Wang et al. 2009). This technique has been applied to phylogenetic questions because it produces a large number of exons and noncoding regions (derived from noncoding RNAs) flanking the exons that can be informative at various taxonomic scales. Several major initiatives are currently underway to collect data for thousands of transcriptomes, including plants (1KP Project, http://www.onekp.com, Medicinal Plant Transcriptome Project, http://www.uic.edu/pharmacy/medplanttranscriptome, insects (1KITE, http://www.1kite.org), and microbial eukaryotes (Marine Microbial Eukaryote Transcriptome Sequencing Project, http://www.marinemicroeukaryotes.org/). Phylogenies derived from transcriptome data are being published for diverse taxa at an accelerating rate (e.g., arthropods, Oakley et al. 2012; land plants, Timme et al. 2012).

There are several challenges to transcriptome sequencing (Ozsolak & Milos 2011). First, fresh high-quality RNA is required as starting material, rendering many existing samples in tissue collections unusable, which is especially a problem for rare or extinct organisms. Second, because only a portion of the genome is expressed in a particular tissue at a given time, RNA must be sampled from the same types of tissue and from individuals at the same life-history stage to obtain as many orthologous loci across samples as possible. Third, because expression levels vary considerably across genes, high sequencing depth may be required to obtain sequences from weakly expressed genes. Finally, transcriptome assembly can be computationally challenging because alternative splicing of RNA following transcription results in isoforms derived from different
combinations of exons (Figure 2; Martin & Wang 2011, Ozsolak & Milos 2011, Cronn et al. 2012, Godden et al. 2012).

**Hybrid Enrichment**

Hybrid enrichment (sequence capture) involves synthesis of \(~60–120\) bp oligonucleotide sequences (capture probes) that are complementary to target regions in the genome, hybridizing them to a DNA library and isolating the targets from the genome prior to high-throughput sequencing (Figure 1). Hybrid enrichment was originally performed in solid phase using microarrays (e.g., Albert et al. 2007) but is now more commonly performed in solution phase using biotinylated RNA probes or “baits” (Gnirke et al. 2009). The biotinylated probes, which form RNA-DNA complexes with target regions, are then captured with magnetic streptavidin-coated beads, unbound DNA is washed from the beads, and the captured DNA is then amplified via PCR using primers specific to adapters added during DNA library construction (Gnirke et al. 2009). Probe libraries can be custom designed by the researcher and purchased from companies such as Agilent Technologies (http://www.agilent.com) and MYcroarray (http://www.mycroarray.com) or designed by NimbleGen (http://www.nimblegen.com).

Hybrid enrichment approaches to genomic partitioning include several methods (Figure 3): anchored enrichment (AE; Lemmon et al. 2012), ultraconserved element (UCE) enrichment (Faircloth et al. 2012), exon enrichment (Burbano et al. 2010, George et al. 2011, Bi et al. 2012, Hancock-Hanser et al. 2013, Li et al. 2013), organelle enrichment (Briggs et al. 2009, Maricic et al. 2010, Mason et al. 2011, Cronn et al. 2012, Guschnanski et al. 2013, Stull et al. 2013), PCR bait capture (Maricic et al. 2010; J. Penalba, L. Smith, M. Tonione, C. Sass, S. Hykin, P. Skipwith, J. McGuire, R. Bowie, C. Moritz, in review), filter-based hybridization capture (Herman et al. 2009), and primer-extension capture (Briggs et al. 2009). Hybrid enrichment has shown promising results for ancient DNA and other degraded samples (Briggs et al. 2009, Burbano et al. 2010). These methods share a similar workflow that includes a bioinformatic pipeline for designing capture probes and a laboratory phase, which includes library preparation, hybrid enrichment, and high-throughput sequencing. Drawbacks of these approaches include the high initial costs of investing in equipment and reagents for the laboratory protocol and the bioinformatic expertise required to develop probe sets and analyze raw sequence data (Figure 2). These challenges can be lessened by pooling resources across laboratories and/or by processing samples through a central facility.

The key to extending hybrid enrichment technology to broad-scale phylogenetics was determining how to design probes that not only capture successfully the model species from which the probes were designed but also capture effectively across a broad taxonomic group, including nonmodel species. Lemmon et al. (2012) and Faircloth et al. (2012) published alternative solutions to this problem. Lemmon et al. (2012) identified conserved DNA regions flanked by less conserved regions across five phylogenetically dispersed vertebrate genomes (model species). They designed a probe library targeting the conserved regions or anchors of 512 target loci, which contained a mix of probes derived from each of the five genomes, representing natural variation across lineages (AE). After applying the probe set to the five model species and five nonmodel species, they obtained hundreds of loci with high phylogenetic-information content from all species and estimated a fully resolved species tree of amniotes and vertebrates, respectively. Faircloth et al. (2012), alternatively, utilized UCEs identified in the genomes of two birds and one lizard for probe design in amniotes (UCE approach). As originally defined by Bejerano et al. (2004), UCEs are segments of mammalian genomes \(>200\) bp that are perfectly conserved between human and rodents. Faircloth et al. (2012), however, refer to a UCE as any conserved DNA sequence with \(\geq80\%\) identity over
≥100 bp across taxa. UCEs are thought to be involved in gene regulation and development (e.g., Woolfe et al. 2005, Pennacchio et al. 2006) and to experience strong purifying selection (e.g., Katzman et al. 2007). Faircloth et al. (2012) designed a probe library targeting 2,386 UCEs (with probe sequences derived from the chicken genome) and performed hybrid capture in nine bird species, recovering >1,000 loci with moderate levels of phylogenetic information and obtaining a partially resolved species tree. From the research groups developing AE and UCE approaches, a burgeoning phylogenetic literature is emerging across a wide spectrum of taxa.

**Comparison of Data Collection Approaches**

Among the currently available genomic partitioning approaches, hybrid enrichment methods show the greatest utility for application across a wide phylogenetic spectrum (Figure 2). The combination of several critical factors including (a) high efficiency in nonmodel species; (b) flexibility in types, sizes, and numbers of target regions; (c) high phylogenetic-information content of enriched loci across shallow to deep taxonomic scales; (d) potentially low levels of missing data; (e) rapid rate of data collection; and (f) cost-effectiveness makes these methods useful for systematists working in nearly any taxon. Furthermore, because the same loci can be targeted across broad
taxonomic groups, these methods facilitate meta-analyses, thus accelerating resolution across the Tree of Life. For shallow-scale phylogenetics and phylogeography, RAD-seq is being successfully applied, improving resolution of species complexes and intraspecific relationships despite moderate to high levels of missing data in many studies. Other methods have various limitations, such as high cost (WGS, transcriptome sequencing), marker development challenges (multiplex PCR, massively uniplex PCR), narrow taxonomic applicability (massively uniplex PCR), or high labor investment in data collection (TAS), which lessen their impact on the field of phylogenetics.

**ANALYSIS OF HIGH-THROUGHPUT PHYLOGENOMIC DATA**

**Data Selection**

Until recently, the prohibitively high cost of collecting genome-scale data has compelled systematists to utilize all available data. As the cost of data has decreased and the quantity has increased, however, we are quickly surpassing the point at which utilization of all available data is the optimal strategy. As the quantity of phylogenomic data increases, so does the quantity of potential sources of phylogenetic error because the set of all available data is necessarily increasingly complex (Philippe et al. 2005). The two primary types of phylogenetic error include stochastic error and systematic error (Swofford et al. 1996). Stochastic error (lack of precision) results from insufficient phylogenetic information and should decrease as the quantity of data increases. Systematic error (lack of accuracy) results primarily from model misspecification and may increase as the quantity of data increases because adequate modeling becomes increasingly difficult (Philippe et al. 2005, Kumar et al. 2012). Therefore, the possibility of obtaining a strongly supported but incorrect phylogenetic estimate may actually increase with an increasing amount of data (e.g., O’Neill et al. 2013) unless systematic error is minimized. For example, when estimating a gene tree from a single genomic region, increasing the number of sites decreases the stochastic error (increased support for a phylogeny). At some point, however, increasing the number of sites also begins to introduce systematic error if unmodeled processes, such as recombination, become increasingly important (Rannala & Yang 2008). Similarly, including a large number of loci in a species tree analysis tends to reduce stochastic error present in the species tree, but inclusion of genes subject to high stochastic error (due to insufficient phylogenetic information for gene tree resolution) may render convergence on a solution intractable. Because the magnitude of stochastic error, systematic error, and phylogenetic information are highly dependent on the properties of the data being analyzed, the most effective way to increase phylogenetic accuracy may be through data subsampling.

The primary aim in data subsampling is to increase the ratio of phylogenetic information to systematic error. Although systematic error may have the greatest effect when phylogenetic information is weak (e.g., Lemmon et al. 2009), some types of systematic error can overwhelm substantial phylogenetic information (Rodriguez-Ezpeleta et al. 2007, Philippe et al. 2011). The key then is to find the subset of data with sufficient information to resolve the phylogenetic history while minimizing systematic error. Data subsampling can occur at several stages in the phylogenomic pipeline (Figure 4) (Supplemental Table; follow the Supplemental Material link from the Annual Reviews home page at http://www.anualreviews.org), from selection of orthologous sequences to selection of individual sites within alignments.

**Reducing error through selection of orthologous sequences.** Most methods used in phylogenetics and phylogeography assume that the sequences in each alignment are orthologous. Under the Sanger sequencing paradigm, researchers invested substantial effort to utilize single-copy loci
in order to avoid obtaining misleading results or interpretations stemming from analysis of paralogous loci. By choosing single-copy loci, or by designing primers specific to one of multiple gene copies, researchers selected orthologous sequences for phylogenetic analysis a priori. Analyses of whole genomes have revealed that gene duplication and loss is widespread, suggesting that few single-copy loci are present in genomes (because the probability of observing a gene duplication and/or loss increases as the number of species considered in a study increases). Dehal & Boore (2005), for example, found that two genome-wide duplication events were followed by the loss of between zero and three gene copies in different lineages during the diversification of vertebrates, resulting in a “Swiss cheese” gene matrix across taxa. This example illustrates the difficulty of selecting loci a priori that have not undergone duplication or loss at some point during the evolutionary history of a clade. Although deep duplication events usually produce homologs for which orthology assessment is straightforward, shallow duplication events (i.e., within the time span of the phylogeny being estimated) can produce homologs for which orthology assessment is difficult.

One solution to the difficulty of targeting single-copy loci is to sequence all homologs using high-throughput data collection techniques (i.e., via hybrid enrichment) and to establish orthology a posteriori using tree-, sequence similarity–, and/or synteny-based approaches (Gabaldón 2008, Kristensen et al. 2011). Tree-based methods explicitly model the evolutionary history of the genes with the goal of reconciling individual gene trees in the context of a species tree (e.g., Rasmussen & Kellis 2012, Boussau et al. 2013). Similarity-based methods, in contrast, do not explicitly model gene duplication and loss but instead rely on the assumption that orthologous genes are more similar to each other than paralogous genes. Typically, pairwise sequence similarity is measured for a set of homologs (e.g., using reciprocal BLAST scores), and orthologous sets are determined by clustering genes based on the similarities (Overbeek et al. 1999). Recent approaches increase the accuracy of orthology detection by focusing on protein domains in order to circumvent problems caused by recombination (Makarova et al. 2007). Accuracy may also be increased by considering synteny (similarity of gene order/position across individuals or species; Zheng et al. 2005), but this approach is potentially limited to shallow comparisons because genome evolution can quickly erode synteny through time.

Reducing error through use of allele sequences. Coalescent-based species tree analyses (see below) implicitly assume that the sequences being analyzed represent individual gene copies (e.g., alleles). One common practice, however, is to collapse assembled reads into a single consensus sequence to represent an individual for a given locus. Using consensus sequences instead of separate alleles is an obvious case of model misspecification that could result in systematic error, although to our knowledge simulation studies quantifying this error have not yet been published. The use of alleles instead of consensus sequences may reduce stochastic error by allowing the population sizes of extant species to be estimated more accurately (see the section titled Phylogeny Estimation below). Although separation of alleles (haplotypes) previously required laborious cloning techniques or analysis of multiple samples from the same population (e.g., Stephens et al. 2001, Browning & Browning 2011), high-throughput sequencers now produce data that allow alleles to be phased bioinformatically (given adequate coverage and either long reads for single-end sequencing or a sufficiently broad fragment length distribution for paired-end sequencing) because each sequencing read is derived from a single chromosome (e.g., Bansal & Bafna 2008, O’Neill et al. 2013).

Reducing error through increasing alignment accuracy. Reducing alignment error is critical to reducing phylogenetic error (Felsenstein 2004, Susko et al. 2005). Alignment error is most
pronounced when high insertion-deletion rates produce substantial gaps and/or when high substitution rates produce saturated sites (Gatesy et al. 1993). Both sources of error can result in random alignment of nonhomologous regions (Misof & Misof 2009) that introduce model mis specification at a fundamental level. The most obvious way to reduce alignment error for highly divergent protein coding sequences is to construct amino acid alignments instead of nucleotide alignments. Iterative methods for improving alignment quality may also reduce error for highly divergent sequences (e.g., SATé; Liu et al. 2012). Regions that cannot be aligned with a high degree of confidence should be removed prior to downstream analysis. One growing challenge is ensuring high-quality alignments as the number of loci included in each study begins to exceed the number that can be manually inspected.

Reducing error through selection of informative loci. Recent simulation studies suggest that the number of loci needed to resolve a phylogeny can range from several to hundreds depending on several factors, including population size, time between speciation events, and the properties of the loci being considered (Knowles & Kubatko 2010, Leaché & Rannala 2011, Liu & Yu 2011). The exception to this general rule does exist: Thousands of loci may be required to resolve very short branches (Liu et al. 2010). Because an excess of data will soon be available for many systems, locus selection is expected to become one of the most effective means by which systematists may increase the ratio of phylogenetic information to error. One criterion by which loci can be distinguished is evolutionary rate, which determines the particular timescale for which a locus is most informative. Because loci evolve at different rates, only a subset of loci is likely to be well suited for phylogenetic questions pertaining to a given timescale. Although some work has been conducted in this area (Townsend 2007), development of a diversity of metrics for quantifying phylogenetic information will become increasingly valuable as the number of available loci begins to exceed the number that can be analyzed appropriately.

Model Selection
Proper model selection has long been recognized as a critical prerequisite to obtaining accurate estimates of phylogeny (Felsenstein 1978). There are numerous aspects of model selection that must be considered, two of which are mentioned here. First, the model of sequence evolution assumed should be appropriate (Posada & Crandall 1998, Lemmon & Moriarty 2004, Sullivan & Joyce 2005). Because phylogenetic error can increase as a result of model under- or overparameterization (Brown & Lemmon 2007), it is important to identify a partitioning strategy that captures model variation across sites (and/or branches) but does not introduce unnecessary parameters. More appropriate levels of model complexity can be obtained through mixture models (Pagel & Meade 2004) or data partitioning (Yang 1996). New computational tools offer powerful ways of...
reducing systematic error for large data sets because they allow optimal partitioning strategies to be efficiently and accurately selected from predefined character sets (e.g., Lanfear et al. 2012).

A second important consideration is recombination, which reduces the correlation of coalescent histories across loci, thus contributing to gene tree discordance (Rannala & Yang 2008). Consequently, model misspecification resulting from concatenation of unlinked loci can result in increased phylogenetic error (Degnan & Rosenberg 2006, Edwards et al. 2007, Kubatko & Degnan 2007, Edwards 2009, Heled & Drummond 2010, Leaché & Rannala 2011, Weisrock et al. 2012). The effects of recombination in transcriptome data sets may be particularly underappreciated because sites that are adjacent in an alignment may actually be quite distant in the genome owing to the existence of unsequenced introns. Discordance across loci can be accommodated using species tree models that account for unlinked coalescent histories (Maddison 1997, Maddison & Knowles 2006, Edwards et al. 2007; and see below). Recombination within loci, if sufficiently infrequent, may introduce less phylogenetic error than other factors, such as the number of loci and individuals sampled in a study (Lanier & Knowles 2012).

Once a preliminary model has been chosen, tests should be performed to determine whether it adequately captures salient features of the evolutionary process. A battery of tools has been developed to assist in detecting model violations and for testing the fit of the model to the data. Some tools test for signatures of processes that violate specific model assumptions, such as recombination within or among loci (McGuire et al. 1997, Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2006), some types of selection (Delport et al. 2010), hybridization (Yu et al. 2011), and heterotachy (Pagel & Meade 2008). Other tools test for overall model adequacy (Bollback 2002, Brown & ElDabaje 2009, Reid et al. 2013), though the systematics community has yet to fully embrace these methods. If model violation is detected, a more appropriate model should be chosen. For example, if gene trees are discordant, loci should not be concatenated for phylogenetic analysis, but instead a model incorporating the appropriate processes (i.e., incomplete lineage sorting and/or hybridization) should be applied. If the model and/or data cannot be adjusted to remove the model misspecification, and phylogenetic error is known to result from that type of misspecification, then the offending subset of data should be removed. This process might involve removing loci under strong selection, sites within alignments that are saturated (Castrasana 2000, Rodriguez-Ezepeleta et al. 2007, Goremykin et al. 2010, Philippe et al. 2011), or sites that contain ambiguous characters (Lemmon et al. 2009).

### Phylogeny Estimation

The realization that many common biological processes cannot be adequately captured with traditional one-locus phylogenetic models has driven the rapid growth of more sophisticated models that accommodate complex biological processes. Development of these models has coincided with the generation of large multilocus data sets through WGS or genomic partitioning strategies. Whereas the set of methods that can be applied is defined by the type and scale of available data, the set of methods that should be applied is determined by both the biological process that gave rise to the data and the particular phylogenetic questions being addressed. The challenge lies in identifying the methods at the intersection of these two sets. Below, we describe the types of analyses that can be applied to most of the commonly collected data sets and outline the various types of phylogenetic trees that can be estimated to answer a variety of phylogenetic questions.

Modern phylogenetic methods typically rely on one of three types of data: sequence alignments, gene trees, and summary statistics. Methods relying on sequence alignments generally include a full statistical model of the evolution of sequences in the context of a gene region or a species. Maximum likelihood–based approaches, such as those implemented in RAxML (Stamatakis et al. 2005), are generally tractable for large data sets containing thousands of genes and/or thousands of taxa,
but typically rely on bootstrapping procedures to determine uncertainty in parameter estimates. Bayesian approaches, such as those implemented in BEST (Edwards et al. 2007), *BEAST (Heled & Drummond 2010), and MrBayes (Ronquist & Huelsenbeck 2003), provide direct estimation of parameter uncertainty but are typically only tractable for moderate or small data sets containing tens or hundreds of loci and/or individuals. Methods that utilize gene tree distributions to estimate other types of phylogenies (see below) tend to be much more computationally efficient than those relying on sequence alignments directly because the gene tree uncertainty is assumed to be negligible. Maximum likelihood–based methods of this type, such as MP-EST (Liu et al. 2010), are quite efficient and can be used to estimate phylogenies for hundreds of taxa and thousands of loci. Bayesian approaches of this type, such as BUCKy (Ané et al. 2007), are only tractable, however, when the data set contains a few dozen taxa and/or loci. The most computationally efficient methods (but not necessarily the most accurate) rely on summary statistics. Methods of this type, such as STEAC (Liu et al. 2009), can be applied to data sets containing thousands of loci and/or taxa. An important shortcoming of these methods, however, is that they estimate only topologies and not branch lengths, which is a major disadvantage for many downstream phylogenetic applications.

Answering phylogenetic questions typically requires the estimation of one or more types of phylogenetic trees. Proper interpretation of these estimates requires a clear understanding of the meaning of each type of tree that is estimated. Here we distinguish among seven commonly estimated types of trees: gene trees, mixture trees, species trees, supertrees, concordance trees, phylogenetic networks, and locus trees. The most familiar tree type is the gene tree, which reflects the pattern of ancestry of a set of homologous gene copies derived from a single genomic region within which recombination has not occurred along the lineages connecting the gene copies. We use the more inclusive term homologous instead of orthologous here to allow for gene duplication (but see locus tree below). Models used to estimate phylogenies of this type are those implemented in software such as PAUP (Swofford 2000), RAxML (Stamatakis et al. 2005), and MrBayes (Ronquist & Huelsenbeck 2003), which explicitly model nucleotide, amino acid, or other character evolution. It is important to emphasize that methods estimating gene trees assume recombination-free loci. Gene trees are typically estimated directly from sequence alignments.

We define a mixture tree as a phylogeny reflecting the similarity of a set of homologous gene copies derived from more than one genomic region among which gene tree discordance exists but is not explicitly modeled. Mixture trees, for example, are the result of supermatrix analyses in which alignments from multiple unlinked genomic regions are concatenated into a single matrix and analyzed using a model that assumes no recombination within the matrix (e.g., those employed in RAxML, MrBayes, etc.). For the purpose of this discussion, concatenated SNP alignments and transcriptome alignments of multiple exons are considered to be supermatrices. Mixture trees are difficult to interpret because they are not guaranteed to reflect the species tree (Degnan & Rosenberg 2006, Edwards et al. 2007, Kubatko & Degnan 2007, Heled & Drummond 2010, Leaché & Rannala 2010) or an equally-weighted average of gene trees (because different genes contain different amounts of phylogenetic information). In fact, mixture trees do not have a straightforward biological interpretation in contrast to gene trees or species trees. The problems associated with concatenation become especially apparent when separate alleles (instead of a single consensus sequence) are available for each individual, because there is no biologically justifiable way to concatenate alleles across unlinked loci. Attempting to do so can result in strong support for incorrect phylogenies (Weisrock et al. 2012).

Species trees reflect the relationships among species and account for processes such as incomplete lineage sorting that result in discordant gene trees across loci. Species trees can be estimated directly from sequence alignments (e.g., BEST: Edwards et al. 2007; *BEAST:
Heled & Drummond 2010), directly from biallelic markers (SNAPP: Bryant et al. 2012), indirectly from a set of gene trees (e.g., STEM: Kubatko et al. 2009; MP-EST: Liu et al. 2010), or indirectly using summary statistics (e.g., STAR, STEAC: Liu et al. 2009). Owing to the complex nature of joint gene tree and species tree estimation, analyses involving large numbers of loci and/or taxa can be computationally intensive, especially if a substantial number of the loci are uninformative. Two factors affecting analysis efficiency are often overlooked: the number of individuals sampled per species and the use of consensus sequences. Performance can be improved through the inclusion of multiple individuals (or alleles) for each species because population size estimates require at least two sequences per species. When only one sequence is provided for a particular species, no information pertaining to the population size of that terminal species is available, and thus the Markov chain samples from the broad prior distribution, increasing sampling error. Wherever possible, separate alleles (instead of consensus sequences) should be used because the model assumes that each sequence represents a single gene copy. For an in-depth discussion of species trees and their importance in phylogenetics, see Edwards (2009).

Supertrees are generated through heuristic algorithms designed to synthesize individual gene trees (or other types of phylogenies) containing incomplete but overlapping sets of taxa (Bininda-Emonds et al. 2002). Supertree methods are typically employed when a single analysis of the raw data is intractable owing to the taxonomic or temporal scope of the project (e.g., Pisani et al. 2007). One benefit to estimating supertrees is that phylogenies estimated from a diversity of data types and produced by different research groups can be combined into a single estimate of evolutionary history. Despite their utility for synthesizing disparate data, many supertree approaches have several substantial drawbacks, however, including lack of a statistical basis and/or failure to incorporate uncertainties in estimated subtrees (Rannala & Yang 2008).

A concordance tree is a phylogeny summarizing the clades supported by a sample of genes from a genome. The concordance factor for a branch is the proportion of sampled genes supporting that branch. In BUCKy (Ané et al. 2007), concordance trees are estimated from a set of gene tree posterior distributions estimated using MrBayes. Concordance trees are useful for identifying regions of the species tree in which processes such as incomplete lineage sorting and hybridization have resulted in discordant gene trees and thus may indicate situations in which concatenated analyses may be inappropriate. One important point to note is that BUCKy currently performs best when the posterior distributions of gene trees are centered on a small number of topologies for all loci. Consequently, inclusion of large numbers of taxa or loci (especially when gene tree support is weak for a large number of loci) can render the analysis intractable. Thus, large data sets may need to be reduced to include only loci with sufficient information for gene tree estimation. Removing loci with fewer informative sites, however, tends to bias the distribution of gene trees to those with longer branches (and thus deeper coalescent times), potentially resulting in inflated concordance factors.

A phylogenetic network represents a species history that includes one or more hybridization or reticulation events and therefore cannot be represented by a strictly bifurcating tree. Early phylogenetic network models of hybridization ignored incongruence due to incomplete lineage sorting (Nakhleh 2010 and references therein), whereas newer models account for both processes (Yu et al. 2011 and references therein). Likewise, coalescent-based species tree models typically have not accounted for hybridization, though some models now incorporate both processes (e.g., STEM-hy: Kubatko 2009). Two challenges associated with coestimating hybridization and incomplete lineage sorting should be mentioned. First, the difficulty of the problem increases very rapidly with the number of taxa and the number of potential hybridization events. Second, there is the potential for overestimating the number of hybridization events because any pattern of discordance can be explained given a sufficient number of hybridization events (Yu et al. 2011).
A locus tree (Rasmussen & Kellis 2012) represents the species history wherein each branching point represents either a speciation event (in which one species splits into two) or a gene duplication (in which one gene region gives rise to a second). A locus tree is analogous to a species tree but accounts for gene duplications and losses. In fact, the locus tree and species tree are identical in the absence of gene duplications/losses. When a gene tree is constructed from paralogous sequences, coalescent events can be mapped to a locus tree. Gene duplication/losses and speciation events can then be mapped to the species tree.

**Recommendations for Data Analysis Workflow**

The suite of analysis tools available to phylogeneticists has grown substantially in recent years, although further development is needed in order to take full advantage of the large quantities of data becoming available. **Figure 4** illustrates general workflows for phylogenetic data analysis, including the workflow we recommend, which involves phasing of alleles, a priori and a posteriori orthology assessment, alignment trimming, model estimation, model adequacy tests, and estimation of species trees using models that account for sources of gene tree discordance. Although acknowledging that alternative data analysis pathways may ultimately prove useful, we await the results of future simulation studies to test the utility of other data types (e.g., biallelic data) and the accuracy and precision of other analysis methods (e.g., summary statistics for species tree estimation). In sum, we encourage researchers to systematically assess model fit before proceeding with phylogeny estimation and, notwithstanding the temptation to include all possible genomic data in phylogenetic analyses, to carefully consider subsampling data sets to ensure selection of loci that can be properly modeled.

**SUMMARY POINTS**

1. A variety of genomic partitioning strategies for generating data in the laboratory have been developed to overcome the high cost of WGS and assembly. A sufficient amount of informative data (hundreds of unlinked loci) can now be efficiently collected for virtually any taxonomic group to resolve phylogenetic questions from shallow to deep timescales.

2. Hybrid enrichment approaches currently offer the greatest promise for high-throughput and cost-effective data collection across a broad phylogenetic spectrum.

3. Phylogenetic error cannot always be overcome by increasing the quantity of data. Accurate, well-supported phylogenies often require careful selection of subsets of the total available data that can be adequately modeled.

4. Data subsampling should involve consideration of orthology, alignment quality, missing data, phylogenetic information, and several measures of model adequacy/fit.

5. Concatenation has been shown in numerous studies to introduce phylogenetic error when gene tree discordance exists. Concatenation of unlinked loci should be avoided unless the data are also analyzed using methods that explicitly account for gene tree discordance.

6. Many species tree methods (especially those explicitly modeling coalescent processes) are quickly being saturated with the quantity of available data, emphasizing the need for careful subsampling of data and improved methods of analysis.
FUTURE ISSUES

1. To date, hybrid enrichment tools have been developed for a limited taxonomic spectrum, primarily vertebrates and plants. Extension of this approach to other organisms would greatly accelerate resolution of understudied portions of the Tree of Life.

2. One remaining bottleneck for data collection is the per-sample cost of library preparation. Development of low-cost library preparation methods would greatly facilitate large-scale phylogenetic, phylogeography, and population genetic studies.

3. Methods of obtaining separate alleles (as opposed to consensus sequences) from high-throughput sequence data should be further developed and adopted by the phylogenetic community.

4. Given the rapidly increasing quantity of available data, systematists would benefit from an integrated system for data subsampling that would allow selection of a sufficient number of loci using objective criteria for minimizing phylogenetic error (indicated by a star in Figure 4).

5. One increasingly important bottleneck in phylogenomic analysis is the restricted number of loci that can be utilized by some methods of species tree estimation. Further development of these methods to accommodate data sets containing hundreds or thousands of loci would benefit the phylogenetic community.

6. Future development of phylogenetic models should continue to integrate diverse processes such as incomplete lineage sorting, hybridization, and gene duplication/loss.
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